CHAPTER 21

The ELLIPS Suite of Whole-Body
Protein Conformation Alg orithms
fo, MicrosoftWINDOWS
STEPHEN E. HARDING. HELMUT COLFEN AND ZA}IID AZTZ

1 Introduction:ELLIPS1,2,3, 4
ELLIPS I, 2, 3 and 4 are simple to use algorithms for the representationof the overall hydrodynamicshapeof proteinsin solution in terms of tri-axial ellipsoids(three
semi-axesa)>blc and shapecharacterisedby two axial ratios a/b, blc) and bi-axial
ellipsoids or "ellipsoids of revolution" where two of the semi-axesare approximated as equal: a prolate ellipsoid has semi-axesa, b, b an oblate ellipsoid has a,
a, b, with alb in both casesand the asymmetry defined by the axial ratio a/b. These
algorithms have previously been available only from mainframe or MSDOS plar
forms.r This short chapterbriefly reviewsthe purposeof theseFORTRAN/QUICKBASIC algorithms and describes their fresh implementation onto a Microsoft
WINDOWS platform.
Hydrodynamic methods provide a useful approach to the study of macromolecular conformation in solution. In the study of the conformation and flexibility of linear types of macromolecules- for example synthetic polymers and polysaccharides,
consideration of how hydrodynamic parameterssuch as the intrinsic viscosity, the
sedimentation coeffrcient or the radius of gyration vary with molecular weight of a
homologous polymer series has provided the means of estimating particle dimensions and flexibility (via the persistencelength) in solution.
For the representationof quasi-rigid types of macromolecule- many proteins for
example (except at very short timescales)can be thought of as such - hydrodynamic
approacheshave also proved useful.
There are two approachesto representingthe conformation of fairly rigid proteins
in solution. The first approach is the bead modelling whereby a macromoleculeor
macromolecularassemblyis approximatedas an array of sphericalbeads.Using computer programsthat are currently available(basedon how thesespheresinteract) such
as HYDRO, SOLPRO, HYDROPRO, HYDROSUB,24 it is possiblefor a given Bead
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model to predict its hydrodynamic properties. one can model quite sophisticated
structuresby this approach,and recentefforts havefocussedon its application to flexible structures.5There are uniquenessproblems, for example,one can predict the sedimentation coefficient for a particular complicated model, but there will be many
other equally complicated models which give the same sedimentation coefficient.
This type of modelling is therefore best for choosing betweenplausible models for a
structure, or for refining a close starting estimate for a structure from, say, X-ray
crystallography.
A complementary approach to bead modelling is to make no assumptionsconcerning starting estimates and to calculate the shape directly from hydrodynamic
measurements.
This is called the "ellipsoid" or "whole body" approach,6so called
becausethe investigator instead of approximating the macromolecule as an array of
spheresapproximates the macromolecule instead as a smooth whole regular stnrcture - an ellipsoid, or "three-dimensional ellipse" characterisedby three perpendicular semi-axesa2b2c. Of course,only simple representations
are possiblebut by
combining shape parameterstogether there are no hydration or uniquenessproblems. This approachis best for giving a relatively quick idea of the overall dimensions or shape of a macromoleculein solution. There are two types of ellipsoid
approach: the ellipsoid of revolution and the general triaxial ellipsoid. The simplest
of these (which has been used in one form or another for over half a centuryT)is the
ellipsoid of revolution in which two of the three semi-axes are equal (c:b).
Ellipsoids of revolution are so-called becausethey are the shapesformed by rotating
an ellipse of semi-axes,a, b either about the major (a) axis to give a prolate ellipsoid
(semi-axesa, b, b) or about the minor (b) axis to give an oblate ellipsoid (a, a, b),
both defrned by the axial ratio (a/b) (where a>-b). one hydrodynamic measurement
can uniquely defrne (alb), after assuming a value for the (time averaged)hydration
of the molecule; two hydrodynamic measurementsare normally sufficient to define
(c/b) without assumptionsconcerning hydration; a third is occasionally necessaryto
distinguishwhether an oblate ellipsoid or prolate ellipsoid is the more appropriate
(usually the latter for proteins). In the extremes a*b the prolate-+rod and the
oblate+disc and the other extremeof a:b is of coursea sphere.
The most sophisticatedof the whole body approachesis the generaltri-axial ellipsoid where the restrictionof two equal axes b:c is removed.This allows a much
greatervariety of conformationsranging from rods (a>b:c), discs (a:blc)
and
tapes(a )} b )} c) as well as the prolate(a>b:c), oblate(a:b>c) ellipsoidsof revolution and the sphere(a:b:c). All the necessarytheoreticaldevelopmentsfor applying either of these "ellipsoid" strategiesare in place. What had been lacking is a
coherent set of easy-to-usealgorithms - available on PC as opposed to computer
mainframes - which the general user has accessto. The launch of a suite of four
ELLIPS algorithms in 1997t for an MSDOS platform helped addressingrhis: Table I
gives a summary of what thesedo. ELLIPS I is wrirten in QUICKBASIC, the others
are in FORTRAN. Obviously for some classesof molecule - antibodies are a good
example- this type of whole-bodymodelling is not applicableand bead-approaches
need to be employed. Even here, however, ellipsoidal representationsof the major
domains(Fab, Fc) havehelpedin the beadmodellingof the intact assembly.8-r3
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Table 1
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The ELLIPS routines

Routine

lnnguage

Model

Purpose

ELLIPSI

QUICKBASIC

Ellipsoid
of revolution

ELLIPS2

FORTRAN

General triaxial
ellipsoid

ELLIPS3

FORTRAN

General triaxial
ellipsoid

ELLIPS4

FORTRAN

General triaxial
ellipsoid

Prediction of axial ratio (alb)
(equivalent prolate or oblate
ellipsoid of revolution) from
user-specifredshape function
Evaluatesthe values of all the
hydrodynamicshapefu nctions
from user-specified(a, b, c) or
(a/b, blc)^
Evaluates(alb, blc) from
combinationsof hydrationindependentshapefunctions
Evaluates(alb, b/c) from
electro-optic decay combined
with other hydrodynamic data

" Equivalent to SOLPRO3 for bead models.

2 Universal Shape Functions: Hydration-Dependent
and Hydration-Independent
In common with the bead modelling program SOLPRO3the ELLIPS algorithms all
use Universal shapefunctions. By this we mean each is specifically a function of
shapealone (and not volume). It makesno odds what the size is: a Universalshape
function will havethe samevalue,and will only dependon the shape.All theseuniversal shape functions have been worked out in terms of the axial ratio (a/b) for
ellipsoidsof revolutionand now the two axial ratios (a/b, b/c) for generalellipsoids.
The relations of all theseto (a/b) or (alb, blc) aregiven in Hardingra and will not be
repeatedhere: all of these exact formulae are inbuilt into the ELLIPS routines.
To measurethese Universal shapefunctions experimentally,many require knowledge of the hydration 5 (massin g of HrO bound per g of dry macromolecule)or
hydrated volume V (mL) of the particle, the others do not. Hydration is a dynamic
process,and so d and V representtime-averagedvalues.The particle volume V is
often presentedin two equivalentforms;
V:

v,MlNo

(l)

where M is the molecularweight or molar mass(g mol t), No is Avogadro'snumber (6.02205x1023mol-r), and v, is the specific volume (mL g-t) of the hydrated
macromolecule(volume occupiedby the hydratedmacromoleculeper unit massof
drv macromolecule)or

V: Q + 6lp")M/No

(2)

where V is the partial specificvolume (rnl- g ').

l
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3 Hydration-Dependent Universal Shape Functions
Harding et al.t give a complete list of those Universal shape functions requiring
knowledge of 6 or v for their experimental measurement.we give here only the mosi
useful ones:
Vscosity increment:ts't6
v:

[q]M/(NoV)

rt\

in which v:2.5 for a sphere.rT'r8
Perrintefunction:
p : (f/fi{r

+ 6/(ip,)l-vi

where (flf,), the frictional ratio,Tis relatedto the sedimentationcoefficient
(flf,) : M(l - np)/(No6n4osLo,)(4nNo/3iM1ut

(4)
do.* by
(5)

or the translationaldiffusion coefficientDio,* by

utf"):y(y)"':1J: 67t
,'r*
n"\ 3nM )

(6)

where T:293.15 K, 4, is rhe viscosityof water atZg3.l5 K (0.010 p), p. is the
density of water at 293.15 K (0.99823g ml--t; and /<"is the Boltzmann'sconstant(1.3807Xl0-r6 erg K -r). P: I for a sphere.te
Reducedexcluded volume:20

u,"u: ulV : {28M2- Z2/21}l(N^n

(7)

where z is the excluded volume (mL), B the second thermodynamic (or
"osmotic
pressure") virial coefficient (mL mol g-2) from osmotic pressure,
light scatteringor sedimentationequilibrium measurements,
Z is thevalencyof
the macromolecule,measurableby titration2land 1 is the ionic strengthof electrolyte in the solvent (mouml). At sufFrcientionic strengths, the 22/21 term
becomesnegligible compared with 28M2. of course,for unchargedmacromoleculesand proteinsat the isoelectricpoint Z:0. u,"o:8 for a sphere.T
Harmonic mean rotation relaxation time ratio:
'ch/ro:

{kuTlq.Vltn

(g)

where rn (s) is the harmonic mean rotational relaxation time, traditionally
measuredusing steady-statefluorescencedepolarisationmethods,22.23
and q
the corresponding value for a spherical particle of the same volume:
q:

qoVlkuT

(9)

In earlier representationsa factor of 3 was introduced becausethe rotational
relaxation time was referred to on a dielectric dispersion basis (compensated
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for in the equations for steady-stateanisotropy depolarisation)although this is
no longer necessary- compareref.22 with ref. 23. This is further discussedin
Garcia de la Torre et al.3 tgfro: I for a sphere.2a
. Reducedelectro-optic decay constants:

9i'd: (r1,VlkuT)O,

(10)

where 0tare the electric birefringence or electric dichroism decay constants.
For ellipsoids of revolution that are homogeneous,i.e. where the geometric axis
of symmetry coincideswith the electricalaxis, i: l. For generalellipsoidsthat
are homogeneous,i.e. where the geometric axes coincide with the electrical
"*" and "-" (refs. 25
axes,i:2, termed
and 26); for generalparticlesi: l-5
(ref.21). For a sphere,Oi'o:0.66661.
To assistwith the calculation of the salient Universal parametersP, v anda."ofrom
the sedimentation coeffrcient, intrinsic viscosity and second virial coefficient,
respectively,a spreadsheetalgorithm has been set up called ELLIPSPRIME, which
can be downloaded along with the other algorithms describedhere from the NCMH
web site http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/ncmh.

4

Hydration-Independent Universal ShapeFunctions

Harding et al.t also give a complete list of those Universal shapefunctions NOT
requiring knowledge of 5 or V for their experimental measurement.Again we give
here only the most popular or useful ones:
. The Scheraga-Mandelkern2sparameter
{ntt3/Pl
F : {[tl]''tn,llI.M2t30 vp.)100t^} : IN]t3/G6200rz1trz1

(l 1)

The B parameteris unfortunately very insensitive to shape,and Equation (l l) is
used more as an equation of consistency,or for measuringM from sedimentation velocityand viscositymeasurements.
F:2.ttl5X 106for a sphere.
. The Pi function2e

n:

{2BM/[q]l- V2tzlMln)l: u,"Jv

(r2)

with the second term in the parantheses(an approximation of the charge contribution for polyelectrolytes)-+0 at sufficient values of 1, and of course :0 for
unchargedmacromoleculesor proteinsat the isoelectricpoint (Z:0). II:3.2
for a sphere
. The Wales-van Holde3o'3tDarameter
R : ,t,/[4] :2(l

+ P3)/v

(13)

where k, (mLg-t) is the concentrationdependenceparameterof the sedimentation coeffrcientin the limitine relation
s2o.*: s!..*(l - kc)
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or
l/sro.,: {l/sio.*}(l + ft.c)
Although the theory behind Equation (13) is less rigorous rhan that for
11
(becauseof the greatercomplexiry of "hydrodynamic" as opposedto ..thermodynamic equilibrium"-based non-ideality), it does have a strong experimental
basis.3l-33
To apply ( in this way it is important that chargecontributionsto /<.are
absentor if the macromoleculeis a polyelectrolyte,chargecontributionsare
sup_
pressedby working with a solventof suffrcientionic strength.R: 1.6for
a sphere.
" The reduced radius of gyration
function G (ref. 34\
G:

R!{4nNo/(3vM)2t3

(r4)

where R, is the radius of gyration (cm), determinedfrom right scattering,X-ray
scattering or neutron scattering measurements.v is the specific volume of
the
macromolecule.originally it was thought that this was closestto the specific
volume of the anhydrous macromolecule, i.e. there is no difference in
scatter_
ing density of the surface-boundsolvent compared with free solvent although
current thinking seemsto be in favour of somethingbetween the anhydrousand
(time-averaged) hydrated macromolecule: strictly speaking
G should be
regarded as a hydration-dependentparameter.G:0.6 for a sphere.
. The ktmbda function3s
L:

(q"[q]M)/(NAkBTrh): v/(rn/r")

(15)

For spheres,A:2.5.
. Electro-optic deltafunctions36

6, : (6q,/N okuT)[r1]
M 0, : 60idv

(16)

(for homogeneousellipsoids of revolution i: I and for homogeneous
triaxial
ellipsoids,i:* and -). For spheres5i:2.5.

5 ELLIPS1
Aim: Prediction of axial ratio (a/b) (equivalent prolate or oblate ellipsoid of revolution) from a user specifiedvalue for a shapefunction.
Description: ELLIPS I is based on simple ellipsoid of revolurion models (where
two of the three axes of the ellipsoid are fixed equal to each other); if the user types
in a value for a shapefunction from sedimentationor other types of hydrodynamic
measurement'it will return a value for the axial ratio of the ellipsoid. The question
an experimenterwishes to addressusually is not "what is the shapefunction for a
specified value of the axial ratio alb ?" but rather ..what is the axial ratio alb for
my
macromoleculespecifredby my (universal) shapefunction which I have experimentally measured?". Although there are exact analytical formulae linking iach
shapefunction with alb (ref.37), the reverseis not true: inversion is analytically
impossible. The QTTICKBASIC algorithm ELLIpSI uses the polynomial-based
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inversion procedure of Harding and Cdlfen3Tto give alb vs. the various Universal
shapefunctions to an acceptabledegreeof accuracy(l.e. to better than the precision
of the measurement,which is normally no better than a few per cent).
Example: Figure I and Table 2 show an example for part of the complementreceptor CRI (modules 16ll7).In a study by Kirkitadze and co-workers3sthey showedthat
the axial ratio of this protein from ELLIPSI was -5 from P values obtained from

(b)
Figure I

ELLIPSL screensfor the determination of the axial ratio (a/b) for complement
receptor CRI (domains l6/17) using the Universal shapefunction P obtainedfrom
the sedimentationcoefficient,$0,":(1.48X0.04) S, molecular weight, M:14513
g mol-t and partial specificvolumen :0.725 mL I I. (a) Input screen.(b) Output
screen (result for prolate ellipsoid only shown). (Data from ref. 38)
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ELLIPSl estimatesof the axial ratio a./bfor the complementreceptor CRI
(domains 16/17) using the (Jniversarshapefunction p
for three different
values of the time-averagedhydration parameter 6. (Adapted
from ref. 3g).
a/b

0.30
0.35
0.4

1.28
t.26
L.Z-t

5.5
5.2
4.6

measurementof 40,* and various possible valuesof the hydration parameter6. Since
the individual domains(16 and 17) each had an axial ratio -3 they could conclude
the domains were arrangedapproximately in an end-to-endfashion.

6 ELLIPS2
Aim: Evaluates the values of all the universal hydrodynamic shape functions from
user-specifiedaxial dimensions (a, b, c) or axial ratios (a/b, blc) for the macromolecule as modelledby a generaltriaxial ellipsoid.
Description: ELLIPS2 is essentiallyanalogousto SoLpRoi in that from a given
structure (as representedby an array of beads in sol-pRo or as a general triaxial
ellipsoid in ELLIPS2) the completeset of Universal shapefunctions is returned.
Most of the universalshapefunctions involve one or more of l0 different elliptic
integrals (called alpha l...alpha l0 - see Harding'a).These are solved by quadrature using the NAG3eroutine D0IAMF for a one-dimensionalintegrationwith an
infinite upper limit and routine D0IDAF for a two-dimensionalintesration with
f i n i r el i m i r s
Example:Figure 2 gives rhe output darafor an (alb, b/c):(1.23,1.52), basedon
the crystallographicaxial dimensionsof 43x35x2: A for Fab' of a chimaericantibody 872.3.40'arThese were then used as the basis for the construction of a surface
shell bead model. This procedurewas repeatedfor Fc and a model for the intact
immunologically active antibody was then constructed.e.l0

7 ELLIPS3
Aim; Pertormsthe reverseof ELLIPS2 by evaluatingthe tri-axial shapeof a macromolecule (a/b, b/c) using two possiblecombinationsof universalshapefunctions.
Description: whereas an (a/b, b/c) specifiesunique valuesfor all the hydrodynamic shapefunctions, the reverseis unfortunatelynot true: measurementof p, %
R, A, ... does not uniquely frx (a/b, b/c) but rather gives a line solution of possible
values.A graphical combination of the line solutionsfor two of theseshapefunctions will in principle provide a unique solution for (a/b, b/c).The main crireria for
selectionare (i) their easeof measurement,(ii) their sensitivityto shapeand insensitivity to experimentalerror, (iii) the two give an intersectionas orthogonalas possible and (iv) the lack of requirementof an estimate for the hydration for their
experimentalmeasurement.ELLIPS3 currently offers two such combinations:the
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ELLIPS2 outputfor 872.3c Fab.The axial ratios of(a/b, b/c):1.69, 1.42) used in
this example were obtained from the crystal structure of Brady et al.a0using the
algorithm of Taylor et al.at

,zl function combined with the R function and the I/ function combined with the
G function. The former combinationsatishesall four criteria: .,1requiresthe experimental measurementof the harmonic mean rotational relaxation time (from e.g.
no complicatedresolutionof exponentials
steady-statefluorescencemeasurements:
is required), with the intrinsic viscosity. With regard to the latter parameter,the
j
I
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traditional U-tube viscometersrequire relatively large quantities
of material - the
new-generationpressure imbalance methods now make this
attractive for those
materials available in low quantities.r3,a2,43
The wales-van Holde parameterR is
measured from the ratio of the concentration-dependentsedimentaiion
term k, to
the intrinsic viscosity measurements.
The latter combinationalso involves a hydration-independentfunction, namely 11(from measurementof the
intrinsic viscosity
and the second-thermodynamicvirial coefficient B). G can also
be measuredwith_
out experimental measurementof hydration provided that the radius
of gyration R,
is measuredusing neutron scattering.If X-ray or light scattering
is used,evidence
now suggeststhe v in Equation (14) is the hydrated volume. ELLIps3
usesas its
basisthe function calculationroutine of ELLIpS2 exceptthat a whole
array of such
valuesare evaluatedin the (a/b, b/c) prane(a matrix of 40x40 values).
A Contour
plotting routine (RGCNTS from rhe simpreplot Library) interpolates
betweenthese
matrix points and can plot the Ir, G,,4 and R functions (or any other
of the universal shape functions if the programer so decides) in the (a/b, i/c; plane.
Example: Figure 3 shows an example of the determination of the triaxial
shapeof
neurophysinmonomersand dimers in solution basedon data of
Nicolas et al.M and
Harding and Rowe.as

8 ELLIPS4
Aim; Evaluates the tri-axial shape of a macromolecule (a/b, b/c) from
electro_optic
decay basedUniversal shapefunctions combined with other hydrodynamic
data.
Description: Rotational hydrodynamic shapefunctions, basedon rotational
dif_
fusion measurements,are attractivefor determiningthe shapesof
macromolecules
in solution since they are generally more sensitivefunctions of shape
comparedto
other shapefunctions. This sensitivity comes however at a price
becausethey are
generally more difficult to measure,due to proble*r turrounding
the resolutionof
multiexponentialdecay functions. Electro-opticmeasurementsare more
attractive
than time-resolved fluorescencedepolarisationanisotropy measurements
in the
sensethat for homogeneoustriaxial ellipsoids at least,theie are only
two exponen_
tial terms to resolve (the decay constantsor reciprocalrelaxationtimes g*
and g_)
as opposedto five (tr-rr):

Ln: A'* exp(-69*r) + A,_exp(- 60-l)

{n)

(see refs. 26 and 36) where An is the birefringence or dichroism (often
expressedas
"optical
retardation" in degrees)at time r after the aligning electric field has
been
switched off. A practical problem with electro-optic decay methods is the potential
local heating effects from the high electric fields used, especially if the
experiments
are conductedin solutionsofhigh ionic strength:the investigatorisadvised
to consult
an article by Pcirschkeand obst6 describing how these effects can be
minimised.
After eliminating hydration (via e.g. combination with
[l]) to give the Universal
hydration-independentshape functions d+ and 6- and graphicaicombination
with
another universal hydration-independentshape functions such as R36
or [r,ai the
triaxial shape as representedby the two axial ratios (alb, b/c) can
be evaluated.
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4-s

s.0
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Figure 3

ELLIPS3 output. A-R plot applied to neurophysin(a) monomers,A:3.16, R: 1.18
(b) dimers, A:2.53 , R:1.07. The lines allow for experimentalerror of x2Vo in A
and X5Vo in R. The intersectionsindicate an (a/b, b/c):(4.0, I .0) for neurophysin
monomer (i.e. a prolate ellipsoid of axial ratio 4.0) an"dan (a/b, b/c):(2.5, 2.9)for
neurophysin dimers, suggesting the dimerisation is a side by side as opposed to
end-to-endDrocess
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Resolution however of even two exponentialterms is not easy,particularly for globular macromoleculeswhere 0* and 0- are similar,a8irrespectiveof the form of mathematical deconvolution applied, whether it be non-linear least squaresor more refined
types of analysis'ae-slseeJohnsenand Brown52for the analagousproblem in dynamic
light scattering analysis of polydispersesystems.In our hands36'4e
we have found a
more reliable method of extraction is to use anotherhydrodynamic function as a constraining parameter in the analysis of the electro-optic decay data: in this way the
problem is reduced from one of four variables(A:*, e*, A'_, e) to one of three (A1,
A'-, a/b) sincealb will specify,by the constrainingfunction a unique value for b/c (and
hence 0*, 9-). ELLIPS4 had beenwritten to facilitate this procedurefor PCr basedon
an earlier non-interactiveversion of the program written for mainframe computele'53
and is now in WINDOWS. Its use is best illustrated by application to synthetic data
(with error) generatedfor a macromolecule"Boningtein," which includes the follow(a/b, blc):(\.5, 1.5);M:71744 Da', t4l:2.7a mL g-1, and rhe
ing characteristics'.
following electro-opticdecay parameters:Ai:S.07, A1:0.05, g+:5.81538 X106
s-', 9_:4.15646x106 s-t,T:293.15 K, 4":0.01 p. Figure4(a) showsthe elecrrooptic decay for this based on expectederror (standarddeviation) of +0.1o (optical
retardation) or +0.0017 rad random normal error on the decay data. with ELLIPS4
the user puts his electro-optic decay data (An vs. t) into a data file which is read in.
The useralso hasto specifyvaluesfor [4] (mL g-t), the molecularweightM (Da), the
solvent viscosity (Poise)and temperature(K) at which the electro-opticmeasurements
were made. The user also needsto specify the coordinatesof a line of (a/b, b/c) values (basedon measurementof R, rr or some other hydration-independentUniversal
shapefunction) in a seconddata file: Figure 4(b) shows such a constraining line of
allowed (alb, b/c) values for "Boningtein" which has an R function value of 1.479.
This constrainseach iteration of (a/b, b/c) and hence g*, 0_, to work along the line
specifiedby the constraining function, since each value of (a/b, D/c) specifiesa value
for 6* and 6, (worked out using the the NAG routine D01AJF) which, combined with
the user enteredvalues for T, q,, [q] and M gives the 0*, 0- for each iteration. This
reducesthe risk of the fitting routine falling into subsidiary minima. when the minimum of the least-squaresprocedure has been formed ELLIPS4 successfullyreturns
alb, its correspondingvalue of blc andthe preexponentialfactorsA1 andAl . The program runs automatically four times using successivelythe four different valuesof alb
entered from the constraining function (excluding the first and last data points) as
starting estimates for a/b: this provides a further check against the dangersof subsidiary minima. For the starting estimatesfor A'* and A'_ the routine automatically
takes theseas L,n^ /2. The routine has various inbuilt error warnings concerning the
reliability of each estimation.If no error warning is returnedthe result for the evaluation from a particular starting point should be reliable.
Example: Figure 4(c) shows the output for a run on the data of Figure 4(a) for
Boningtein,which retums a value for (a/b, b/c)-(1.62, 1.34) - r'.e.to within twotenthsof an axial ratio unit of the true axial ratios.In practical terms,however,the user
is advised to (i) repeat the whole operation severaltimes with various cut-off times
for the decay data (at longer times the signavnoisedata gets progressivelyworse; on
the other hand more information concerning the slower relaxation time, or larger
decay constant, 0* is contained in this region) to be certain of no subsidiary-minima
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ELLIPS4. (a) Electro-optic decay (expressedas the decay of optical retardation
with time, t (s)). synthetic data shown corresponding to a protein of true (a./b,
b/c):(1.5, 1.5) ("Boningtein"). The electo-optic data are fed in as a data_file
into ELLIPS4. (b) R-constraining data for assisting with the resolution of the
exponential terms. The user takes his experimental value of R or other suitable
constraining function ([r, G, A ...) and plots the line of corresponding values of
(a/b, b/c) using ELLIPS3 to do this for him. The user then reads off six (a/b, b/;)
coordinatesfrom this line, which can be either enteredat run-time or as a data file
into ELLIPS4. (c) Output giving the values ELLIPS4 returns for (a/b. b/c) and the
preexponentialfactors for each of thefour srarting estimates'for(a,/b,b/c:)and the
"best"
result- A list of potentiar error waming estimatesis also piven
fi.neil

problems; (ii) repeat the operation allowing for experimental error in the constraining
function; (iii) check for any concentration dependence of the retumed parameters: and
extrapolate if necessary to zero concentration.5a These and other features have been
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extensivelyexplored with the earlier mainframe version of the program.36,4e,53
A possible area of further improvement includes the additional constraint that A'*+A'_:
An-- although this may causeproblems if the data are noisy and the r:0 position is
not precisely defined.

9

Concluding Comment

The routinesare downloadableform the NCMH web site http://www.nottingham.ac.
uk/ncmh complete with full instructions.In any publication usersare requestedto
acknowledge Salford Software and the Numerical Algorithms Group, oxford for
ELLIPS2-4 and BUSS Limited for use of Simpleplot Library rourinesin ELLIpS3.
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